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s day, Volume I and Quantity II, will surely bring a smile to your dear ones. These light-hearted,
uplifting - easy to read- selections of rhythmic poems and entertaining short stories, offered in
Brighten a Senior&apos;A delightful publication to read or even to be read to for our senior
friends and family.The suggested topics for debate, following each short story, encourage the
readers to talk about his / her own stories aswell.
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Not appropriate for a nursing home resident Not really what I expected, very little to the book
and an excessive amount of "do you remember," etc... Perfect light, fun entertainment We
were looking for some fun things to include with activities we were creating for little presents
given to seniors and these pretty happy stories, poems, estimates and true to life experiences
will certainly make anyone happy. When I want a pick me up and some entertainment, I grab
this book. It includes poems and tales and photos that make you laugh, cry and remember.
And this book does that. I am a senior ... . help!., not really for the senior at all, in my opinion.. I
have it near by, in my Kindle, on my home page. I was looking for short stories to read to my
elderly mother, and this wasn't great for that purpose.to experience happy. Therefore, give
yourself a treat and examine this. Or keep it close and grab it when you need a little bit of
sunshine. Her tales are easily related to and evoke recollections.. Had planned to provide it to
a nursing home resident, but it isn't appropriate since this person cannot remember much of
anything in her past. This had some inappropriate poems I did not be expectant of for my
elderly grandmother! Experienced to tear out a complete chapter. Disappointed Five Stars My
residents are really enjoying hearing these tales and poems out loud Poems and stories which
are an easy task to relate to Great assortment of poems and brief stories which will surely
brighten a senior's day, and also the reader. This had some inappropriate poems I did so not
expect for . Nicely done. lovely read bought meant for grandma, and she loves it Bad for
seniors with memory issues It's a horrible publication for seniors if indeed they possess any
memory issues whatsoever. A little strange Some of the stories are a little odd. It helps me to
smile and. Don't waste your $$ on this book. I too bought this to read to my mom who has
Alzheimer's. Easy to read or fun to hear. I am throwing the book in the trash. A book of light,
brief "today" stories or some clean jokes would have been better. Very disappointed in the
tales.
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